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Abstract: The two environmental management system (EMS) standards EMAS and ISO 14001 have been available in Europe for the last 15 years. ISO 14001 has been taken up at a much larger scale but many firms in the German automotive and engineering industry have certified their EMSs according to both standards. Two research questions are addressed: (i) What explains why companies adopt both EMAS and ISO 14001? (ii) Are EMAS and ISO 14001 complements or substitutes? Based on 21 interviews with industrial and institutional representatives, this study finds that, first, the two standards are adopted for completely different reasons: while ISO 14001 is often done as a response to external pressure, EMAS tends to be motivated internally. Second, it is argued that EMAS and ISO 14001 are likely in a situation of direct competition at present which may well turn into complementarity in the future.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Since the 1990s, new environmental policy instruments have developed which encompass a range of market-based instruments and voluntary regulation. Environmental management systems (EMS) belong to the ‘more flexible policy instrument(s)’ (Zito and Egan, 1998) that arose in the wake of what Banerjee has termed ‘corporate environmentalism’, i.e. the ‘the recognition and integration of environmental concerns into a firm’s decision-making process’ (Banerjee, 2002; see also Hillary and Thorsen, 1999). The mid-90s saw the emergence of the two EMS standards that remain dominant until today: the European Eco-Management and Audit Scheme (EMAS) and the International Organization for Standardization’s ISO 14001. Both standards are comparatively successful in the German automotive and engineering industry which makes Germany an interesting place for researching their relationship. Two research questions are addressed in this study. First,

(i) what explains why companies adopt both EMAS and ISO 14001?

In the interviews that were conducted, this was addressed by asking what motivated the adoption of EMAS and ISO 14001, respectively, and how the two decisions were related at the firm. The second research question is which of two hypotheses can be confirmed:

(ii) EMAS and ISO 14001 are complementary, i.e. implementation of one makes implementation of the other more likely (complementarity hypothesis).

(iii) EMAS and ISO 14001 are substitutes, i.e. companies find one more compelling than the other and do not have an incentive to implement both (substitution hypothesis).

It is found that the two standards are adopted for completely different reasons: while ISO 14001 is often done in response to external pressure, EMAS tends to be motivated internally. Further, it appears that EMAS and ISO 14001 are likely in a situation of direct competition at present which may well turn into complementarity in the future. The following Section is to establish the context of existing research that helps understand EMS standards and their adoption. From the existing literature, expectations are deduced about the motivations of firms to get their EMSs certified and about the relationship between the two standards. It will also show the gaps in the existing literature. The third Section describes the chosen methodology which combines a deductive literature review and an inductive, qualitative
approach based on semi-structured expert interviews. The findings are presented in Section 4; Section 5 discusses them and shows the contribution of this study. The conclusion summarises the main points and concludes with questions that may be interesting for further research.

2 UPTAKE AND DIFFUSION OF STANDARDS

This Section reviews the literature relevant for understanding what motivates adoption of the two standards and their relation. First, the two EMS standards ISO 14001 and EMAS are reviewed and put in context of the standards literature and the literature on innovation diffusion. Second, external and internal factors identified by previous researchers to motivate environmental activities and adoption of standards at firms are discussed. The last part looks at the expectations derived from this literature and the gaps in it.

2.1 TWO EMS STANDARDS

Standards have been defined as ‘pieces of general advice offered to a large number of potential adopters’ (Brunsson and Jacobsson, 2000b). Standards are voluntary but can act as a form of regulation or governance, especially when they become institutionalised. Indeed, they can become coercive when third parties demand organisations to comply (Brunsson and Jacobsson, 2000a). If standards are adopted by a critical mass of firms, adoption becomes self-enforcing with the possible consequence that standards get locked-in.

EMAS and ISO 14001 are examples for such ‘pieces of general advice’, both serving the purpose of helping companies to implement EMSs that fulfil certain criteria. There are three major differences between the two. First, ISO 14001 is managed by the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) and its equivalents at the national level, such as the German DIN. ISO 14001 certification is available from private accreditation organisations, such as the TÜV in Germany. In contrast, EMAS has been created by the European Commission which manages it in cooperation with the competent bodies at the national level. Thus, EMAS is an instrument of public institutions whereas ISO 14001 certification is sold by private accreditation providers. Second, EMAS’ requirements go beyond those of ISO 14001. For instance, a firm is required to continuously improve its environmental performance under EMAS and to publish an environmental report to demonstrate this improvement. ISO 14001 only requires continuous improvement of the management system. Lastly, EMAS is only available in the EU and has been validated less than 8,000 times (EMAS, 2010a). By contrast,
over 188,000 ISO 14001 certificates have been issued worldwide, of which almost 48,000 in Europe (ISO, 2008).

***insert fig. 1 about here***

Figure 1 shows that in Europe, ISO 14001 is adopted at a much larger scale than EMAS. Whether this evidence supports the substitution or complementarity hypothesis is not straightforward since EMAS numbers are not declining as ISO 14001 numbers are increasing (Perkins and Neumayer, 2004), but they are not proportionally rising either.

Rogers’ diffusion of innovations model (Rogers, 1995) describes the adoption of dominant innovations as following an S-shaped curve. The idea is that new innovations are taken up by a small number of innovators at first but once the number of adopters reaches a certain threshold, adoption becomes self-sustaining and fast-increasing; the curve becomes steeper. Growth rates are expected to slow down again towards saturation when the curve levels off. If EMS standards are understood as process- or organisational innovations (Franken and Franken, 2011) Rogers’ model may help analyse their adoption curves. ISO 14001 might follow such a curve (the larger curve in figure 2), assuming that the turning point is yet to be reached. EMAS saw a decline in registrations in the early 2000s but numbers have gone up again when it became easier for smaller enterprises and non-industrial entities to get validated. Hence, the EMAS adoption rate among big industrial firms could look like the smaller curve in figure 2 which is being crowded out by the bigger (ISO 14001) curve if hypothesis (iii) holds true. In Germany, EMAS validations are slightly decreasing every year while ISO 14001 adoption still rises (DIHK, 2010; ISO, 2005, 2008). If the standards act as complements however, as suggested in hypothesis (ii), the two adoption curves should run more or less parallel.

***insert figure 2 about here***

2.2 DRIVERS OF STANDARDS ADOPTION

Many authors have distinguished external and internal factors driving corporate decisions about standard implementation. In the following, this distinction will be maintained although it should be noted that internal and external factors are likely to interact (Perkins and Neumayer, 2010).

2.2.1 EXTERNAL FACTORS
The most relevant external factors for this study are (1) the organisational field, (2) the institutional environment of a firm, and (3) complementary standards such as ISO 9001.

The organisational field in which a firm operates, i.e. its competitors and partner firms, influences corporate decisions and strategies (Bansal and Bogner, 2002; O'Neilill et al., 1998). Institutional theory is helpful to illuminate external factors influencing corporate decision making. Müller et al. (2009) show that firms often use standards such as ISO 14001 to gain legitimacy, which is supported by Schaefer (2007) who also shows that institutional forces such as customer requirements and public image are increasingly important drivers for EMS adoption. Also Delmas (2001) suggests the extent to which companies rely on their reputation as an important driver. DiMaggio and Powell’s isomorphism framework (1983) explains how organisations in a field put each other under pressure and Oliver (1991) shows how companies may react to this pressure. Once a field has reached a certain degree of integration, companies stop basing their decisions on efficiency gains or competitive advantage but instead react to mimetic, normative, and coercive pressure. The result is that organisations start to resemble each other more and more which might be particularly so for organisations with similar strategic goals (Greve, 1998). In the same vein, Rogers (1995) finds that high homophily in a social system increases the adoption rate.

Second, the institutional environment in which a company is embedded is an important influence on corporate decisions. Companies want to gain legitimacy and are under pressure from institutions and stakeholders (Bansal and Bogner, 2002; Delmas and Montiel, 2008; Kollman and Prakash, 2002; Neumayer and Perkins, 2004; Potoski and Prakash, 2004). Also the kind of business-government relations and political traditions in a firm’s host country are important (Delmas and Terlaak, 2001; Kollman and Prakash, 2001; Moon and DeLeon, 2005): According to Bracke and Albrecht (2007), Germany's corporatist and statist polity model resulted in strong governmental support for EMS certification compared to other European countries, thereby providing for a conducive environment for EMAS and ISO 14001 (see also Kollman and Prakash, 2002). Regulatory incentives in the form of regulatory relief are expected to have a positive influence on the uptake of EMS standards (Glachant, 2001; Wätzold et al., 2001).

Finally, many scholars point to the facilitating effects of established standards, such as the quality standard ISO 9001 (Moon and DeLeon, 2005; Perkins and Neumayer, 2004; Potoski
and Prakash, 2004). Since standardisation is globally on the rise, firms may implement standards in order to be prepared for future standards (Corbett and Kirsch, 2000).

### 2.2.2 Internal Factors

The two most important internal drivers suggested in the literature are (1) the availability of win-win possibilities (or perception thereof), and (2) leadership by individuals in the management.

Corporate decisions for standards can be interpreted as strategic decisions aimed at gaining comparative advantage (Epstein and Roy, 1998; Hoffman, 2001; Kollman and Prakash, 2002). This is in line with concepts such as Factor Five (von Weizsäcker, 2010) and eco-efficiency (Schaltegger and Burritt, 2000) which stress the ecological and financial gains that are expected from increased efficiency. Also Porter and van der Linde argue that environmental investments are often economically profitable and that environmental regulation tends to produce innovation offsets (Porter and van der Linde, 1999, see also Holliday et al., 2002). In contrast, Kollman and Prakash (2002) and Dyllick (2007) suggest that low-hanging fruits may soon be gone and that efficiency gains have been mostly exploited. Others stress that trade-offs are the rule rather than the exception (Hahn et al., 2010) and that eco-efficiency is insufficient for obtaining sustainability (Dyllick and Hockerts, 2002; Young and Tilley, 2006). As will be shown below, the perception of how widely win-win opportunities are available depends mostly on the corporate culture.

Other scholars argue that standard adoption may enable companies to pre-empt or avoid stringent regulation (Delmas and Terlaak, 2001; Khanna and Anton, 2002; Kollman and Prakash, 2002; Maxwell et al., 2000). Further, the importance of individual leaders for EMS certification at firms (Bansal, 2003). In sum, it appears that the external factors that may influence a company’s decision to implement EMS standards have been researched widely whereas the literature has spread itself thinner with regards to internal factors. How exactly the decisions about adoption of EMAS and ISO 14001 may be influenced by internal factors is still unclear. Furthermore, it remains uncertain whether the decisions about the two standards are influenced by the same factors, and why companies would choose to implement both standards.

### 2.3 Complements or Substitutes?
ISO 14001 and EMAS are interpreted as complementary by some (Delmas, 2002; Delmas and Montiel, 2008) and as competing by others (Bracke and Albrecht, 2007). The authors advocating complementarity stress that EMAS implementation triggers a process of learning which eventually facilitates certification according to ISO 14001, and vice versa. Following this argument, one would conclude that ISO 14001 and EMAS complement each other if firms experience a learning process after certifying their EMS according to one of the two standards. This would mean that the two standards reinforce each other, similar to the reinforcing influence of ISO 9001 on EMS standards claimed by Moon and DeLeon (2005), Perkins and Neumayer (2004), and Potoski and Prakash (2004).

On the other hand, ISO 14001 has clearly outnumbered EMAS in Europe, only at a different speed in different countries (Bracke and Albrecht, 2007). The substitution hypothesis (iii) is backed up more by statistics than by theory. Since this study particularly focuses on firms that have both standards implemented, the substitution hypothesis would be supported if some sort of temporal dynamic was found, e.g. that companies with both standards tend to have EMAS still in place as a residue but are now focussing their efforts on ISO 14001.

It appears that the answer to the second research question cannot be derived from the literature either. Answering the two research question thus requires empirical investigation.

3 METHODOLOGY

In a first step, this study has analysed the relevant literature on standards and their diffusion, on innovation uptake and the motivational factors influencing corporate decisions, as well as the existing research on ISO 14001 and EMAS (Section 2). However, existing literature fails to explain the relationship between the two standards and the factors that motivate implementation of both. In order to help fill this gap, a qualitative approach is chosen as a second step. Germany is by far the country with the highest total EMAS uptake (UBA, 2011), yet it also has the seventh-highest number of ISO 14001 certifications worldwide and the fourth-highest in Europe (ISO, 2008). Since there is no clear dominance of one standard over the other with many firms adopting both standards, it is a good place to investigate the relation of ISO 14001 and EMAS.

In total, 21 semi-structured expert interviews with 15 corporate and six institutional representatives were conducted. The firms were chosen based on the following criteria: they are all internationally operating companies, either in the automotive sector or in the
engineering industry (part suppliers). This industry is chosen because of its environmental relevance and its dominant position in the German economy (the manufacturing industry creates roughly 25% of German GDP DESTATIS, 2012 and about 16% of German emissions UBA, 2010). All firms are certified according to both ISO 14001 (at most sites) and EMAS (at one site at least), except two counter-examples that had decided to discontinue EMAS. Out of the 100 biggest firms (by employees) in the EMAS EU Register (EMAS, 2010b), 56 are manufacturing companies. Since EMAS lists every validated site, these 56 sites correspond to 30 companies which were contacted and of which 15 agreed to participate. The institutional interviewees were found through online research or were recommended in the earlier interviewees. They represent the BMU (Federal Environment Ministry), DAU (German accreditation association), DIHK (German Chamber of Commerce Association, competent body for EMAS), ISO, TÜV Nord (one of the larger accreditation firms), and the UGA (German EMAS Advisory Board). The interviews took place between April and August, 2010, and were conducted in German, 12 of them in person and nine on the phone, taking between 60 and 90 minutes. The interview protocols were sent to the interviewees if they had agreed to counter-check them (five interviewees did). All quotes were translated by this author. After about half of the interviewees asked to remain anonymous so they could speak more openly, it was decided to keep all interviewees anonymous.

Semi-structured interviews seemed most appropriate to better understand the corporate ‘insider’ perspective on a topic that has not been covered widely in the literature. Another possible technique would have been a quantitative analysis of stated preferences for one or the other EMS. However, this would have meant rather constraining questionnaires. The objective of this research is to understand nuanced differences in corporate behaviour. Since there is not one single hypothesis to confirm or reject, it seemed critical to be as open as possible. For such an exploratory research interest, a qualitative method that allows for conversation and dialogue is most appropriate (Kvale, 1996).

This study is limited in time frame and scope, and will not allow for broad generalisations. It is an exploratory study based on a small sample and only covers transnational corporations of the German automotive and engineering industry. Furthermore, only companies listed in the EMAS EU Register (2010) are considered, thus companies that never adopted EMAS are left out of the picture.
4 Findings

This Section is structured in three parts, corresponding to the three parts of the interview question catalogue, covering (1) general environmental policy and EMS at the companies, (2) the external and internal motivations for implementing/maintaining each standard, and (3) the interaction of ISO 14001 and EMAS and the interviewees’ expectations of future developments. While the first set of questions served to better understand the context of each company, the second and third part sought explanations for the first and second research question, respectively. The question catalogue is available from the author on request.

4.1 A Typology of Corporate Cultures

The statements from the first set of questions served to clarify the corporate contexts, but they were also analysed and compared regarding explicit and implicit information about corporate culture. From this analysis, three categories of corporate culture emerged. Six firms were classified as part of the **EMAS fan community** (adopting an expression by interviewee no. 2), these were firms that had an internal motivation to do EMAS and justified it with ethical arguments. Here, EMAS is seen as the ‘right system to have’. The second group of **rational calculators** comprises firms that have implemented EMAS at a few sites but might discontinue it on cost grounds. EMAS did not fulfil their expectations or was a redundant effort in the presence of ISO 14001. These firms might have ISO 14001 certificates because their clients require them, and might have EMAS because they got ‘stuck’ with it. The third group is in between the first two and contains firms that believe in the **win-win** discourse. These firms are willing to walk an extra mile for the environment because they think it is the right thing to do. Yet, they expect economic benefits from it as well. Hence, they are more likely than the **fan community** to discontinue EMAS but not as focused on economic benefit as the **rational calculators**.

Table 1. A typology of corporate cultures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fan community</th>
<th>Rational calculators</th>
<th>Win-win proponents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Interviews no. 5; 8; 15; 16; 19; 20)</td>
<td>(Interviews no. 1; 4; 6; 9; 11; 14; 15)</td>
<td>(Interviews no. 3; 6; 7; 9; 10; 14; 20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Have EMAS because it is seen as ‘the right system to have’</td>
<td>Got ‘stuck’ with EMAS; would abandon it if it wasn’t for the reputational damage</td>
<td>Have EMAS because environmental and financial benefits are expected</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Naturally, there is some overlap between these categories. However, distinguishing the fan community and the win-win firms makes sense since the former are mainly motivated by ethical considerations whereas the latter in addition expect a financial return. The rational calculators put the highest priority on economic costs and benefits when it comes to environmental management as opposed to the win-win proponents that are motivated by ethical considerations but still expect a significant financial return as well.

### 4.2 Drivers of Standard Adoption

The interviews show that ISO 14001 has become institutionalised to an extent where it is de facto mandatory whereas EMAS is only implemented by firms that have an internal motivation to do so. The decision about EMAS is often made at the site level whereas ISO 14001 is decided about at the highest corporate level. In the following, driving factors are presented in the order of decreasing relevance as described by the interviewees.

#### 4.2.1 Factors influencing the implementation of EMAS

Almost all interviewees said that internal factors had been much more important than external factors in motivating EMAS validation. First, the majority of interviewees described a corporate culture that was conducive to EMAS (Interviews no. 3; 5-9; 14-16; 19-20). When EMAS became available in 1993, most of the interviewed companies were among the first to seek EMAS validation because they wanted a credible certification of their EMS which was in many cases implemented at the site level. When ISO 14001 became available in 1996, it was rather easy for these firms to get certified. Those that started EMAS a few years later when both standards were available often decided to opt for the ‘better system’ – many interviewees referred to a corporate tradition to go beyond minimum requirements (Interviews no. 4-5; 7-8; partly 9; 14-16). As one interviewee put it, ‘we even hand out Christmas gifts to children – that's just something that matters to us’ (Interview no.14). On the other hand, a culture requiring measures beyond EMS standards was often described too (Interviews no. 1; 4; 8; 14; 16; 20; partly 9; 11). These companies often have tangible environmental objectives beyond the requirements of both standards, such as reduction targets concerning energy
consumption or emissions. They criticise that the continuous improvement of environmental performance required by the EMS standards is only a relative goal and could be in the ‘sub-nano range’ (Interview no. 1).

The second internal factor was observed less frequently but seemed of high importance when it occurred: the influence of particular individuals. These were either dedicated environmental managers who went out of their way to set up the EMS (Interviews no. 3; 6; 8) or members of the owning families who used their positions on the board of directors to advance the environmental policy in favour of EMAS and other activities (Interviews no. 5; 8).

The one important external factor was reputation. Many firms planned on using the EMAS environmental statement for stakeholder communication but learned over the years that there was hardly any interest. As interviewee no. 6 put it, ‘those interested parties simply don't exist!’. However, especially the more visible and reputation-aware firms find it entirely impossible to abandon EMAS, even if this made sense economically, because of the expected damage to their reputation (Interviews no. 9-10; 15; 19-20). Furthermore, sustainability ratings often rank EMAS-validated firms higher which affects the firms’ reputation (Interviews no. 4-5; 15) and their access to outside capital (Interviews no. 5; 14). The reputational effect of EMAS seems to work backwards: although reputation cannot be gained, keeping EMAS avoids reputational damage.

Many interviewees described how German authorities promised regulatory relief in the 1990s but failed to fulfil the expectations they had created. Nonetheless, almost all interviewees (except no. 14) said that regulatory relief did not play a major role. Some stated that EMAS had improved their relationship with the authorities who generally had a higher level of trust in EMAS-validated firms (Interviews no. 7; 19).

Almost all interviewees made it very clear that they were not exposed to any external pressure from the public, the market, or competitors in their decision on EMAS. The hope to gain reputation also influenced the decision making but was largely disappointed which makes some firms feel that they got stuck with EMAS. Rather, the internal factors, namely corporate culture and influential managers, were the most important drivers for EMAS adoption.

### 4.2.2 Factors influencing the implementation of ISO 14001

In the case of ISO 14001, internal factors played a minor role compared to external ones. In order to appear progressive and to respond to mounting public pressure, the German
Association of the Automotive Industry (VDA) started encouraging the car industry in the early 1990s to introduce EMSs and require them from their suppliers (Interviews no. 9; 15). The car producers are often dominant clients and their suppliers can hardly afford to lose these contracts, and the same is true for the suppliers of their suppliers (Interviews no. 10; 15). This way ISO 14001 has become a basic requirement for business relations, comparable to the quality management standard ISO 9001. The pressure to get ISO 14001-certified was externally motivated in all companies that were interviewed, be it by the VDA decision or client requirements, i.e. by pressure from the organisational field. The decision was usually made at the highest level and implemented top-down.

To sum up, corporate decisions for EMAS tend to be driven by internal factors such as a specific corporate culture and the influence of dedicated managers. In contrast, ISO 14001 appears to be motivated by external factors, i.e. client requirements that go back to the VDA decision in the 1990s which itself was driven by mounting external pressure on the automotive industry.

4.3 Future Trends

Two questions were discussed in the third part of the interviews: first, what is the future of EMAS and ISO 14001? Second, will one standard dominate or will they both be replaced by something new? During interviews, three future scenarios came up repeatedly for each standard, respectively. These scenarios help weigh the complementarity hypothesis (ii) against the substitution hypothesis (iii) but they were also used to gain insights into the corporate cultures of the interviewed firms. The more EMAS-enthusiastic interviewees, for instance, tended to be less pessimistic about its future.

4.3.1 Three Scenarios for EMAS

Table 2. Future scenarios for EMAS and ISO 14001

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Supported hypothesis</th>
<th>Future scenarios</th>
<th>Supported by interview statements</th>
<th>Supported by literature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Complementarity hypothesis (ii)</td>
<td>EMAS will become the premium standard</td>
<td>2; 8; 9; 16-18; 20</td>
<td>Delmas, 2002; Delmas and Montiel, 2008</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Substitution hypothesis (iii) | EMAS will die while ISO will become the one EMS standard | 1; 4; 6; 9-11; 13; 16-17; 19 | Bracke and Albrecht, 2007
---|---|---|---
Independence | EMAS will be the standard for SMEs and non-industrial sectors | 1, 5, 17, 21 | EMAS, 2010b
Both will be replaced | Increased standardisation and fragmentation | 5; 10; 12; 15; 17; 20-21 | Brunsson and Jacobsson, 2000b

Some interviewees rather pessimistically expected EMAS to die sooner or later (Interviews no. 11; 19). In this scenario, the trend of the early 2000s when EMAS validation numbers started declining continues until EMAS is given up by the authorities. Its future is a political question, i.e. it would depend on the EU and the national governments to keep it running (Interviews no. 1; 8; 10-11; 13-14; 16-18; 20). Whether it would be desirable for the authorities to keep EMAS alive through the ‘drip-feed’ (quotation off the record) of EMAS-friendly programmes depends on its ability to become self-sustaining after a period of political backing. Here, EMAS is seen as a direct competitor of ISO 14001 (hypothesis (iii)) and expected to either lose the battle or be kept in it artificially. Some scholars argue that EMAS may have reached its goal by establishing high-quality EMSs in the industry and improving them over 10 to 20 years (Dyllick, 2007; Kollman and Prakash, 2002). Contrary to that, many interviewees stated that there was always room for improvement (Interviews no. 5; 17).

The second future scenario is that everyone abandons EMAS except the fan community. In this case, EMAS develops into an elitist club of those companies that explicitly wish to go beyond the mainstream standard ISO 14001 (Interviews no. 5; 8; 15-21). Here, EMAS is complementary with ISO 14001 and acts as additional distinction (hypothesis (ii)).

In the third scenario, EMAS becomes more relevant for SMEs and non-industrial organisations (Interviews no. 1, 5, 17, 21). The stabilisation of validation numbers in the mid-2000s was mainly due to the increase in EMAS-validated SMEs, as well as charities, churches, and schools (EMAS, 2010b). In this scenario, EMAS backs out of competition with ISO 14001 which then becomes the only standard for the industry. It is not entirely clear
whether this supports the complementarity hypothesis (ii) since the two standards might simply become independent rather than complementary. This would be true if SMEs and non-industrial organisations would not get ISO 14001-certified at all.

4.3.2 Three Scenarios for ISO 14001

Also for ISO 14001 three scenarios were repeatedly suggested. In the first scenario, ISO 14001 further increases its dominance as a quasi-mandatory minimum requirement for business relations (supporting hypothesis (iii)), similar to the quality standard ISO 9001 which is ISO's best-selling standard (Interviews no. 1; 4; 6; 10; 13; 16-17; 19). After a steep rise, the Rogers curve of ISO 14001 adoption would be expected to level off eventually. In Germany, this point has not been reached as figure 3 shows.

***insert figure 3 about here***

The second scenario goes beyond the first in so far as ISO 14001 becomes more ambitious and more similar to EMAS until EMAS becomes redundant (supporting hypothesis (iii)). Although this may not seem likely at present, the Future Challenges Study Group under the Technical Committee 207 has been discussing legal compliance and environmental performance improvement, as well as how to integrate ISO 14001 in broader sustainability management (Interview no. 13).

The third scenario for ISO 14001 sees it replaced by a plethora of new standards which are structured similarly but address different sub-topics in more depth. The new energy management standard EN 16001 that was created by the European standardisation organisation (CEN) in 2009 is interpreted as one example for a wider trend (Interviews no. 1; 4; 9-10; 15; 21). Most interviewees acknowledged more or less openly that ISO, DIN and CEN are driven by private economic interests (see also Jasch, 1994) in contrast to EMAS which is a public system. Consequently, new ‘product innovations’ are continuously put on the market (Interview no. 12). The interviewees were divided in judging this trend – while certifiers and standardisation organisations benefit from new standards on offer, companies see new cost factors, and EMAS supporters feel exposed to more competition. Either way, this fragmentation trend might eventually render ISO 14001 redundant (Interview no. 13).

5 Discussion
In this Section, the findings are discussed with regards to their implications for the two research questions. First, the drivers for EMAS validation and ISO 14001 certification are discussed regarding their explanatory power for the first question (why do companies adopt both EMS standards?). Regarding the second research question (are they better understood as complements or substitutes?), it is found that the answer might differ between the present and the future. Finally, implications for research are discussed.

5.1 Drivers of EMAS and ISO 14001 Adoption

One of the major results of this study is the reason why many companies have both standards in place: they are chosen for completely different reasons. Several factors that previous research has found to influence the uptake of EMS standards can be confirmed but most were only relevant for either EMAS or ISO 14001.

For ISO 14001 implementation, external factors are most important, i.e. requirements from business partners but also ratings and legal compliance. The organisational field is crucial and strong support is found for a tendency towards isomorphism (Brunsson and Jacobsson, 2000a; DiMaggio and Powell, 1983; Rogers, 1995). Although normative pressure did not play a role in the diffusion of ISO 14001, coercive pressure was clearly there – first by the VDA and later among the upper to medium levels of the supply chain. Mimetic pressure was particularly strong among the high-price car producers for whom reputation is crucial.

Hardly any support was found for the influence of the institutional environment of firms, i.e. public agencies or stakeholders, in the case of both EMAS and ISO 14001. Regulatory relief was found to play a role for EMAS adoption but it was by far not as decisive as some researchers have suggested (Glachant, 2001; Wätzold et al., 2001). Moreover, all firms said that there was no significant demand for EMS standards by stakeholders, particularly not for the environmental statement required under EMAS. Many stated that the only parties to express interest in EMS standards were the public bodies in charge and scholars of environmental management. Therefore, this study finds no support for the importance of stakeholder pressure from the institutional field as suggested in the literature (Bansal and Bogner, 2002; Perkins and Neumayer, 2004; Potoski and Prakash, 2004). One important exception is the role of reputation as suggested by Delmas and Terlaak (2001) which is clearly confirmed by the differences in motivation between car manufacturers and their less visible suppliers. Interestingly, the reputational effect of EMAS seems to work backwards: while implementing EMAS does not bring reputational gains with it, abandoning it is feared to
result in reputational damage. Some interviewees said that EMAS adoption seemed to have a trust-building effect and had improved their relationship with the authorities (Interviews no. 3; 7; 19) which is more than what former research suggests (e.g. Bracke and Albrecht, 2007). This study cannot confirm that firms pursue EMS standards in order to avoid future regulation because not one interviewee confirmed this. This is unlikely due to interviewer bias since interviewees openly discussed other politically sensitive issues. According to Corbett and Kirsch (2000), adopted standards may serve as preparation for new standards. Part of the reason why firms keep both EMS standards may be to facilitate the certification process of the emerging energy management system standards. In the interviews, this was not described as a main driver for implementation but it is possibly one reason for maintaining them.

As regards internal factors, Kitchell (1995) suggests that corporate culture can explain innovation adoption. This is supported by this study since the perception of the benefits of EMS adoption and consequently the adoption of EMAS seems to be directly dependant on corporate culture. For instance, the fan community companies are convinced that EMAS is the right system to have, and both the fan community and the win-win proponents expect environmentally friendly investment to pay off. The influence of key people played a role in five firms (Interviews no. 3; 5; 6; 8; 9) of different categories. These individuals exert significant influence which indicates that environmental champions (Bansal, 2003) have an important role to play in the context of EMS standard adoption.

5.2 The relationship between EMAS and ISO 14001

The typology of corporate cultures distinguishes companies that will continue EMAS in almost any case (fan community) from those who may well abandon it (rational calculators) and those whose decision will depend on incentive systems set up by policy-makers (win-win). The relationship between the two standards is perceived differently in each group. The fan community perceives EMAS as a distinction additionally to ISO 14001 certification; the rational calculators see direct competition between the standards which will be won by ISO 14001; and the win-win firms hold differentiated views. An interim result is therefore that the perception of this relationship strongly depends on the corporate culture.

Taking on a broader, industry-wide perspective, it seems that the relationship of ISO 14001 and EMAS is one of direct competition at the moment, and EMAS is widely believed to be losing this battle. This is suggested by Bracke and Albrecht (2007) and is supported by interviewee statements (Interview no. 11; 19) as well as by the declining numbers of EMAS
uptake within the industry while ISO 14001 adoption is still on the rise. However, it seems that different trends are going on which might transform this situation of competition into one of complementarity as suggested by Delmas (2002) and Delmas and Montiel (2008). In the future, EMAS may move away from direct competition by becoming a distinction for only a few, or by focusing on SMEs and non-industrial organisations. To answer the second research question, hypothesis (iii) is supported by more evidence, but things may develop further in direction of hypothesis (ii).

5.3 More general theoretical implications
ISO 14001 is an example of how standards can become de-facto mandatory when they are institutionalised (Brunsson and Jacobsson, 2000a; DiMaggio and Powell, 1983; Rogers, 1995). Triggered by the VDA in the 1990s, ISO 14001 has become established as a minimum standard that companies demand from their suppliers and which is decided upon at the highest corporate level. Why has the same not happened with EMAS? One explanation is provided by Rogers (1995) who describes a negative relation between uptake and stringency. EMAS goes beyond ISO 14001 in various aspects and requires truly voluntary commitment which may be part of the reason why it is outcompeted by ISO 14001.

Bracke and Albrecht's (2007) description of how the perception of EMAS in Germany shifted from enthusiasm to disillusionment is partly confirmed by this study: EMAS has now been in place for such a long time that it is either just taken for granted, or companies indeed felt they had got ‘stuck’ with it.

The argument by Kollman and Prakash (2002) and Dyllick (2007) that low-hanging fruits may soon be gone and that efficiency gains had been mostly exploited, was discussed and rejected in the interviews (Interviews no. 5; 7; 12; 17). Some recognised diminishing returns to scale (Interviews no. 7-8) but not one interviewee said that this would prohibit further improvement. Instead it seems that the win-win perspective has to a large extent swept over to corporate environmental departments. According to interviewee no. 5, ‘environmental protection actually always pays off!’

The concept of sustainability requires a more holistic approach of which EMSs are just one part. The standard ISO 26001 might develop to become the overall system into which EMS standards are integrated (Interviews no. 4; 11; 19). Quite a few environmental managers said that such an integrative standard would be desirable and would support their efforts to move towards sustainability (Interviews no. 1; 10; 15; 19-20). This might mean that the focus on
EMS is somewhat outdated since corporate management has now started to address the sustainability challenge (Schaltegger and Wagner, 2011).

6 Conclusion

This study confirms several existing research findings but often only for either EMAS or ISO 14001. In the case of ISO 14001, an institutionalisation process is observed, and the importance of the organisational field is confirmed, particularly with regard to coercive and mimetic pressures towards isomorphism. In the case of EMAS, the critical role of corporate culture and influential individuals is more than obvious. The importance of the institutional environment can not be confirmed for EMAS adoption: stakeholder pressure seems to be mostly absent and regulatory relief never played an important role for corporate decision-making. However, the degree to which firms depend on reputation is an important driver for win-win firms and rational calculators to keep EMAS in place.

Regarding the first research question, it is found that the decisions about the two standards are motivated completely differently. While ISO 14001 has developed into a quasi-mandatory minimum requirement of global reach, EMAS has remained a truly voluntary standard aimed at the improvement of environmental performance. Although hypothesis (iii) might be describing the present situation correctly as one of direct competition in which EMAS and ISO 14001 act as substitutes, the future might well be closer to hypothesis (ii) in which the two standards are complementary. ISO 14001 would then further develop as a global industrial standard while EMAS would become a premium standard or a standard for SMEs and non-industrial organisations.

These results have some interesting implications. First, since EMAS uptake is not motivated by regulatory relief, policy makers are well advised to focus on raising awareness in order to influence internal motivation rather than granting regulatory relief. Second, ISO 14001 may have an important role to play by establishing a minimum standard for environmental management in firms worldwide. However, the standard might only be one among more and more other environmental imperatives such as environmental reporting or substance bans that are expected to become daily business in the move towards corporate sustainability.

If one is to generalize from this study, the adoption of standards can be motivated by either internal or external factors. If standards adoption is internally motivated it is likely only one part of an ambitious environmental strategy. Yet, this might only occur in rather few firms
with a distinct corporate culture. Standards might be more likely to be adopted by a majority of companies if pressures for isomorphism are at work, such as coercive requirements from clients or industry associations, as in the case of ISO 14001. This wider adoption might also increase the risk for a standard lock-in. In further research, it would be interesting to see if adoption of ambitious standards aiming at absolute improvement (such as EMAS) is generally motivated by internal factors while more formal standards are rather motivated by external pressure, as this study suggests (see also Müller et al., 2009). Further, the relation between EMAS and ISO 14001 in other sectors and countries may well differ and would be an interesting research topic, e.g. in Spain and Italy where EMAS validations have been increasing at an impressive speed.
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Corporate decisions about implementing ISO 14001 are motivated by external factors. Decisions about EMAS are motivated by internal factors. Company classification as fan community, rational calculators, and win-win proponents. EMAS and ISO 14001 are likely in a situation of direct competition at present. This situation may well turn into complementarity in the future.
**Fig. 1: ISO 14001 worldwide, and ISO 14001 and EMAS in Europe 2000-2010**
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Fig. 3: Uptake of EMAS and ISO 14001 in Germany